
TERM3 2020 

Important Dates 

DATE EVENT 

13th July First Day of Term 3 

18th September  Last Day of Term 3 

TBA Upcoming Events 

 Information  

 

Curriculum Overview 

English 

In Reading and Viewing students will be explor-

ing comprehension strategies including  Text 

Structures and Features, Questioning and 

Clarifying. They will also be discovering the text 

structures and features of  Procedural and 

Explanation Texts. 

In Writing, students will continue to investigate 

Procedural and Information texts while record-

ing ideas in their Writers’ Notebooks. They will 

investigate and record Procedural and Expla-

nation texts in line with our Science based 

topic, ‘Forces and Motion’. Students will contin-

ue to learn their Oxford Words and words taken 

from their own personal writing and our Inquiry 

topic. Spelling strategies will be highlighted 

through investigations and everyday learning.  

Mathematics 

Students will be further developing their 

knowledge in the following strands: Number & 

Algebra, Measurement & Geometry and Statis-

tics & Probability . 

In NUMBER & ALGEBRA students will be 

revising addition, subtraction, multiplication and 

division strategies. 

In MEASUREMENT & GEOMETRY, students 

will develop their skills in temperature, time, 

calendar, area and perimeter. 

In STATISTICS & PROBABILITY students will  

be recording and reading data collected from 

science experiments.  Student will hypothesise, 

discuss and analyse the results obtained from 

different science experiments they will be in-

volved in.  

Students will continue to develop their Problem 

Solving Strategies knowledge while completing 

Open Ended Tasks. They will be extending 

their Number and Place Value skills by record-

ing their findings in different ways and reflect-

ing in their  Journals.  

  

.  

Inquiry Unit 

Welcome back! We hope you had a safe and 
healthy holiday and are ready for another term 
of learning. We look forward to what is hope-

fully an uninterrupted term 3.  

 
We’d like to thank you for all your support and 
flexibility during the Covid-19 Remote Learning 
period. The collaboration between staff and 
students during the Remote Learning period 

was exceptional.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

We hope you enjoyed looking through your 
child's portfolios and were able to use it to-
gether with their reports for a better under-
standing of your child's achievements. Please 
remember to return your portfolios to your 

child’s grade teacher. 

Homework tasks will recommence this term 

and will be sent home every Friday. Students 

will be expected to submit homework tasks the 

following Friday. Reading at home each night 

is also an important part of their learning. 

Please ensure your child is recording in their 

Reading Log Books as this is part of their 

homework tasks. 

 

  

‘Force and Movement’ 
This term, Grades 3 and 4 students will be ex-

ploring the science stand topic of ‘Force and 

Movement.’ To help guide student learning, 

students will be working towards their major 

understanding through the use of Robotics. This 

will also build upon their Critical and Creative 

thinking skills.  

 

 

 

 

 

Major topic Understandings: 

Energy affects the forces and move-
ments that occur in our lives and in 

everyday situation.  

Focus Questions: 

What are the different types of forces? (man-

made and natural) 

 

What are the actions that occur in everyday 

situations to create force and movement? 

 

How does force and movement affect the way 

we live? 

 

How does energy affect force and movement? 

 

Why do people design and construct force and 

movement experiments? 

 

Kind Regards,  

3/4 Unit 

Sara Clark, Lachlan Beech & Rob  


